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Birthday boy:
Eminent attorney
Roop Sharma
celebrated his
87th birthday this
week, surrounded by close
family that included daughters
Mala, Stuti,
Kamla and
Prabha. Equality
joins the
Caribbean community, which
Sharma has
served tirlessly,
in wishing him a
Happy Birthday.

Marlin Herbs is
about Restorative
Health.

LEADERS MEET: Guyana President Dr Irfaan Ali meets with his
Canadian counterpart, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, during the COP26 Climate Change conference in Glasgow, Scotland on Monday. Below is Suriname President Chandrika Santokhi and Indian Prime Minister Narendra
Modi at the same event.
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We offer restorative
e
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My name is Marliin Marsh, I have
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li and
dh
homeopathic
hi
consultant for oveer 24 years,
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oughout many clinics in the GT
TA
A.
I am now ex
exclusivvely working and
consulting thrro
ough my own clinic,
Marlin Herbs.
I am a health and
d wellness educator
trreeating thrro
ough herbs
h
and dietary
support for you to
o live your best life.
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Colitis And
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Crohn’s Disease
Irritable
e Bowel Symptoms
Dialysis, Prevention
P
and Support
COPD Chronic Ob
bstructive Pulmonary Dise
Ostherroclosis Bone Loss

89 Thornmount Drive Unit #7
Scarborouggh, ON M1B 5V4
416-281- HERB (4372)
marlinherb
bs@gmail.com

Restorative
Restora
ative healtth
h,
that is what
Marlin Herbs is
always about.

Restorative healtth, that is what Marlin Herbs is alway aboutt.
Health is not the absen
nce of Disease.
IT IS A ST
TA
AT E OF PHYSICAL,, MORAL AN D SPIRITUAL WELL BEING.

There are four main types of disease: infe
ectious diseases, deficiency diseases, hereditary
diseases (including both genetic disease
es and non-genetic hereditary diseases), and
physiological diseases.
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The lungs
The liver
The bladder
The kidneys
The heart
The stomach
The intestines

Glandular system customise treatmentt of
herbs are offered.

Our Goal is Curative
Therapeutive Corrective
Health
Therapeutic treatments herbal and
nutritional support is offered for all the
major organ systems in the human body,
which include the circulatory, respiratory,
digestive, excretory, nervous, endocrine
lymphatic systems, immune, integumentarry
(includes hair and
d nail), skeletal, muscle an
nd
reproductive systems.
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Guyana police probe mysterious
death of popular doctor
WELL-KNOWN Guyana Physician, Dr Colin Roach, known to many
families as one of the authorized medical examiners for the United States
and British visa processes, was on
Tuesday evening found dead in his
three-storied Duke Street, Kingston office.
Police confirm that Roach, 49years-old of Windsor Estates, East
Bank Demerara, was found with a
wound that appears to be a lash on the
left side of his forehead.
Two men, who work with Roach
at the International Medical Clinic in
Duke Street which he owned, were detained by police for questioning. Two
cell phones and motorcar PXX 4000
were also missing, the police press
statement said.
According to information provided by the police, the clinic was
open for business between 7:00 hrs
and 15:00 hrs. After the clinic was
closed, one of the males went out
while the other retired to his living
quarters located in the top flat of the

Dr Colin Roach — popular medic did visa processes

three-storied building leaving Dr
Roach in his office on the middle flat.

Police also report based on the information they received that at approx-

imately 20:00 hrs, a male was seen exiting the building and later returning
within seven minutes to re-enter the
clinic.
The doctor’s vehicle reportedly
drove out of Duke Street heading north
at around 22:18 hrs. After it was observed that the lights in the doctor’s office were still on, one of the males
reportedly called the doctor’s cellular
phone but got no answer.
The other male was reportedly
alerted and went to turn off the lights
using the office keys. It was then, Police said based on the information they
received, that the doctor was found
lying motionless on his back in a pool
of blood in the examination area of the
clinic.
Police were summoned and
Roach was pronounced dead on the
scene by Emergency Medical Technicians (EMTs). The doctor’s body is
awaiting postmortem examination at
the Memorial Gardens Mortuary, police said.

When in Guyana, stay in luxury in the heart of the city

Roraima Duke Lodge Hotel

94-95 DUKE STREET KINGSTON
(Opposite the US embassy),
Georgetown, Guyana

For reservations: +592 227 2213
www.roraimaairways.com
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US land borders to re-open to fully
vaxxed travellers on November 8
It's the news nearly four million
Canadians have been waiting to hear:
people who received doses of two different COVID-19 vaccines will qualify
as fully vaccinated when the U.S. reopens its land borders to non-essential
travel next week.
The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention made the announcement late Friday, capping a whirlwind
week of developments signalling the
imminent end of 19 months of pandemic-induced North American travel
restrictions.
People with “any combination” of
two doses of a vaccine approved by either the U.S. Food and Drug Administration or the World Health Organization
“are considered fully vaccinated,” the
agency said in a statement.
“While CDC has not recommended mixing types of vaccine in a
primary series, we recognize that this is
increasingly common in other countries
so should be accepted for the interpretation of vaccine records.”
The news also confirms what the
White House acknowledged earlier Friday would be a likely development: that
the Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine, approved by the WHO but not the FDA,
would be deemed acceptable.
The CDC had already given the
green light to overseas travellers who
received the AstraZeneca vaccine, but
until Friday had not expressly confirmed the same policy for those crossing into the U.S. by land.
Earlier in the day, White House officials said the new rules would go into

Sex
assault
suspect
sought

The land border in Niagara Falls between the US and Canada

effect Nov. 8, both at the land borders
and for people arriving from a number
of overseas countries where travel to the
U.S. has been banned since March
2020.
The U.S. won't ask its forthcoming
visitors to submit to a COVID-19 test
prior to departure, unlike Canada, which
requires travellers to show proof of a recent negative test - a costly condition of
entry that runs about $200 a pop.
New York congressman Brian Higgins, who has been relentlessly campaigning against the travel restrictions
for months, is urging the federal government in Ottawa to reconsider that rule.
“I think that the U.S. decision to
allow Canadians coming into the United
States without a test again underscores
the potency of the vaccine,” Higgins
said in an interview Friday.
“I would like to see that recipro-

Toronto police have released a
photo of a person they are trying to
identify in connection with an alleged
sexual assault from February.
According to police, a man sent
an unknown vehicle and driver to pick
up an 18-year-old woman from her
home in the Williams Parkway and
James Potter Road area in Brampton
on Feb. 15.
She was picked up and driven to
an undisclosed location in Toronto,
where she was sexually assaulted by a
man, police said.

cated by our Canadian neighbours.”
The Nov. 8 start date comes a full
three months after Canada initially
began allowing fully vaccinated U.S.
citizens and permanent residents back
across the border in August.
“It will be what we make of it, and
I'm happy that people can now be reunited with loved ones and all those
other issues,” Higgins said.
“But the fact of the matter is, the
U.S. border to our Canadian neighbours
should have been opened months ago.”
The U.S. Travel Association has
estimated the Mexican and Canadian
border closures have been costing
American businesses $1.5 billion in
travel exports - domestic spending by
foreign visitors - every month.
As for the test requirement, public
health officials in Canada made it clear
Friday it's not going away any time

soon.
“We're in a situation in Canada
where our health systems are still very
fragile,” said Dr. Theresa Tam, Canada's
chief public health officer.
“We need to still be very vigilant
and careful at this point, but we will
have ongoing discussions with the CDC
and the United States to see what is reasonable in the trajectory going forward.”
The White House has never explained publicly why it waited three
months after Canada began relaxing its
restrictions. Speculation focused on a
desire to open both land borders at the
same time, something a burgeoning immigration crisis at the U.S.-Mexico border made politically difficult.
“Canada shouldn't have had to wait
for Mexico,” said Maryscott Greenwood, CEO of the D.C.-based Canadian
American Business Council.
“The science, the politics, the policy, the reality - none of that would lead
you to say, 'Let's do these things in tandem.' What would be better to do in tandem is Canada and the U.S. work in
tandem across our common border, and
Mexico and the U.S. work in tandem
across that border. That makes some
sense.”
Higgins agreed, noting that the
U.S. is letting vaccinated travellers in
Mexico enter the country even though
only 38.5 per cent of that country's population is fully vaccinated.
“This whole argument that, 'We
have to wait until we achieve a higher
rate of vaccination,' is thrown out the
window,” he said.

According to investigators, the
man told the woman that “he sexually
desires 13-year-old girls.”
“We've been working on this case
for a number of months,” Const. David
Hopkinson told CP24 Monday. “We
have a picture that we're releasing, a
person we believe to be responsible,
and we're asking for the public's help
to try and identify him.”
The man is described as being in
his 30s, standing around five-foot-six
with short black hair, brown eyes and
an accent.

Guyana and the Caribbean
are open for visitors! Book
your travel now
Equality Travel 416-759-2359
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Stop
the games,
AG Williams
Protecting
Mother
Earth
The decision by Guyana Attorney Gen-

Much is being said about Climate
eral Basil Williams to file two appeals of
Change and why immediate action is
the decision by Chief Justice Roxanne
needed,
and as we write this, leaders
George-Wiltshire’s findings that last Defrom
countries around the world are
cember’s No-confidence vote against the
meeting
in Glasgow, Scotland to discuss
government
was constitutional,
is grasping
avenues to restrain
the damage
humans
at straws.
are
doing to the planet.
“The
Chief JusticeisRoxThe Honourable
COP26 conference
being
anne
George-Wiltshire
erred
and
misdihailed as one of the most important clirectedchange
herself in
law when
she ruled that
mate
events
in decades.
It is
the
motion
of
no-confidence
upon
a
diviwhere the hosts, the United Nations, is
sion vote
of leaders
33:32 members
of to
thestop
National
hoping
that
will act
the
Assembly
was
validly
passed
as
the
disruption of climate changerequion
site
majority
of
all
the
elected
members
of
economies as well as on lives, especially
National
pursuant to article
inthethe
manyAssembly,
at-risk communities
for
106
(6)
of
the
constitution,”
the
Attorney
which it is already too late.
General
contendstoin the
his appeal.
According
UN, people are
In her decision,
CJ George-Wiltshire
experiencing
the significant
impacts of
explained
that
in
getting
a
majority,
one
climate change, which include changing
side mustpatterns,
acquire one
moresea
thanlevel,
the other
weather
rising
and
side. An
absolute
majority,
she said,
as the
more
extreme
weather
events,
like
specified byfires
the constitution,
is a majority
devastating
that have affected
every
corner of the planet from western
Canada to Australia.
“The greenhouse gas emissions
from human activities are driving cliFriends,
mateDear
change
and continue to rise. They

of all Members of Parliament present re-

are now at their highest levels in history.
gardless if they are present or not. The
Without
action, the world’s average surchief justice concluded that an absolute maface temperature is projected to rise over
jority is 33.
the
21st century and is likely to surpass
As such, she ruled, the motion was con3 degrees
Celsius this century—with
stitutionally
therefore
legal. to
some areas allowed,
of the and
world
expected
This means
theThe
Granger
government
warm
even that
more.
poorest
and most
must
abide
by
the
constitution,
which
says
vulnerable people are being affected
the
they
must
step
down
and
call
elections
most,” the UN has noted in a commuwithin 90 days of the date of the no confinique.
denceWhile
vote, which
was have
December
21, 2018.
leaders
shown
their
It
is
reasonable
to
expect
that
the
willingness to meet, if history is any
Grangerthey
administration,
which is
to
judge,
are not as quick
tosworn
act. Preupholdclimate
the constitution,
will abide by it,
vious
change conferences
have
now that its
bidof
to talk
overturn
the vote
has as
achieved
a lot
but little
action,
been found
lacking.
world
leaders
focus instead on their own
If
it
fails
to
so,the
it becomes
an illegal
economies anddonot
larger picture.
administration.
In fact, they lack of decisive action
The
by Williams,
has beenmove
so laughable
thattherefore,
they’ve been
seems
to
us
just
another
attempt
to forestall
mocked by children, among them
envithe inevitable in
a desperate
bid to who
hold on
ronmentalist
Greta
Thunberg
reto
power.
cently gave her famous “blah blah blah”
speech while calling on them to do more.
The truth is, affordable solutions
are now available to enable countries to
leapfrog to cleaner, more resilient
great amountThe
of time
and
has is
now
been
economies.
pace
ofeffort
change
quick-

Legal minds everywhere have said that

ening as more people are turning to rethe government has no ground to stand on
newable
energy and a range of other
via this latest appeal. All it is doing is dragmeasures that will reduce emissions and
ging the country through political uncerincrease
adaptation efforts.
tainty at a time when clear leadership is
The problem is, few seem to want
needed
to move
the nationmainly
forward in
terms
to make
the change,
because
of dealing
its ownfutures
fledgling
oil econtheir
ownwith
political
might
be at
omy,
as
well
as
the
international
crisis
in
stake if they try to force the issue at
Venezuela,
right next
home.
People
don’tdoor.
like change. And
Security issues
at home
are alsoisparalegislating
unpopular
change
a sure
mount,
with
crime
seeming
to
be
on
an
way to earn a ticket to early retirement
ever-increasing
trajectory that includes the
for
many politicians.
shooting
last
week
of one worse,
of Guyana’s
To make matters
theremost
are
celebrated
expatriates,
Dr
Brian
O’Toole,
still many people who are climate
and murders
that are
change
deniers,
whohappening
think thatalmost
the world
every
day.
is not in as big a danger as the scientists
Williams
andshould
President
Grangeras it
say,AG
and
that life
continue
might also be accused of trying to buy time
has.
to useThese
the offices
they hold
to do
try not
to disare people
who
undercredit
any
opposition
they
may
face
at
the
stand the science, and who do not underpolls, including
thecontinue
state-controlled
stand
that life using
cannot
without
media
as
well
as
law
enforcement
tactics
changes.The planet we call home will to
no
longer be able to sustain us.
In many religions and cultures, the
worship of the Mother Earth is paramount. People understand that without
whether
here we
or are
in other
countries,
are no
a
this
mother,
nobody.
We have

bring them into disrepute.

life.

They may think these are strategic
This week, Hindus celebrate Deepmoves, but the drama is being seen by the

avali (Diwali), the most significant date
on their calendar, and even that religion,
desperate attempt to hold onto power. The
the world’s oldest, promotes the imporglobal
communicated
as to
tance community
of Motherhas
Earth
and our duty
much
to the
protect
her.Guyana government.
ToOne
add to
the to
woes,
the Guyana
Elecway
do that
is to encourage
tions
Commission,
headed
by
a
geriatric
our leaders to embrace the challenge of
chairman
who has and
beentoinunderstand
ill health, is that
now it
climate change
saying
thatrespect
the agency
will not
be prepared
does not
national
borders.
to holdEmissions
elections until
July – four
months
anywhere
affect
people
after
it
is
constitutionally
due.
everywhere. It is an issue that requires
Since thethat
chairman
of be
the coordinated
agency was at
solutions
need to
handpicked
by the Granger
administration,
the international
level and
it requires inwe
have
to
openly
wonder
whether
this,
ternational cooperation to help developtoo,
another delaying
tactic by
the goving iscountries
move toward
a low-carbon
ernment.
economy.
It’sAs
time
stop the games
and call the
wetocontinue
our tenacious
hold
elections
now.
on our planet, we need to do our individhardrecycle
fought for,
is
ualGuyana’s
parts as democracy,
well. Use less,
more,
atand
stake.
conserve where and when we can.
We wish all our readers a Shubh
Deepavali. May the light of Mother Lakshmi continue to shine on your homes
and your lives.
international community for what it is: a

Open Letter: Violent act won’t stop me

gramme. In addition, they use art, music,
My wife and I came to Guyana 41 years devoted to my own care in one of the very symptom of the breakdown in society and as sport, and drama to facilitate these discusago to try and be of service to the Bahá’í good hospitals in Georgetown. But, of such we need radical steps to address social sions.
Surely now part of our conversation has
community. As we have no clergy in the course, the other major priority has been the issues. Whilst we don’t pretend what we are
Bahá’í Faith we found employment in vari- safety of the school community. Our team at sharing now is the solution across George- got to be how do we address the social issues
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the
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the
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London,
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cure a US$30.8M signing bonus for a block measuraware, Kaieteur News would usually carry pictures in headlined “Exxon Mobil will pay two per cent royUK that allow us to offer internationally ac- dented. But it would appear that it has been about the power of the arts but more impor- world. We have been very fortunate in this
ing approximately 2,235km2. However, in the case of
its publications of persons holding placards as part of alty in new pact with gov’t”. This article provided a
credited undergraduate and graduate pro- fuelled by social media where initial com- tantly to learn about social issues and what process to have had youth from the UK,
their activism in support of their call for renegotiation very detailed synopsis of the royalty agreement which Guyana, the APNU+AFC Coalition agreed to collect
grammes. The School of Nations has been a ments by a handful students in Guyana has youth can do to address them. This has been Canada and other countries to help develop
US$18M for an area that is 12 times the size of the
the APNU+AFC Coalition signed with Exxon. With
of the controversial ExxonMobil oil contract signed
source of great joy to us as we have seen our been transformed by comments from a small part of an ongoing programme of training at this intervention. Partly the idea of sharing
this in
in North
mind,American
I find it strange
that theand
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bygraduates
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edition
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Yours very truly,
it’s a case of the usual dishonesty from the
hence, my decision to write to you today.
Daily Mail and the Times in the UK and as overcome to make our school community well as how to deal with the turbulence charAnson PaulDirector, School of the Nations
APNU+AFC.
It is paramount that everyone is reminded that it
safe for everyone. But the other challenge is acteristic of youth today whether in Guyana
such wanted to share this update.
At the same time, I found this whole thing to be
was the APNU+AFC Coalition that negotiated and
Since one of the bullets shattered my to try to reflect on the source of such actions. or any country in the world. There are now
In the final analysis these terrible actions, seventeen 6th Formers supporting this probone and damaged the artery in my arm a

Harmon’s call for 50 per cent royalty is comical
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Gov’t stands ﬁrm as PNC tries to
block sugar workers cash grant
Guyana Attorney General and
Legal Affairs Minister Anil Nandlall,
S.C., has unapologetically defended the
People’s Progressive Party/Civic’s
(PPP/C’s) announcement of a one-off
payout of $250,000 to each sugar worker
who was fired following the downsizing
of the sugar industry, saying that his
Government is trying to correct a wrong
done to those workers and their families
by the A Partnership for National
Unity/Alliance
For
Change
(APNU/AFC) regime.
This was in response to statements
made by Opposition Leader Joseph Harmon recently. During his campaign
launch as a candidate for the leadership
of the People’s National Congress Reform (PNCR) party last week, Harmon
accused the Government of spending billions of dollars to pamper sugar workers
in order to secure their support, while
discriminating against public servants.
He promised to “put a stop” to such activities if he is elected leader of the
PNCR, since he claimed to have what it
takes to get the party back into power
under the Coalition umbrella.
But during this week’s edition of
his programme Issues In The News,
Nandlall took the Opposition Leader to

Sugar workers who lost their jobs under the previous administration

task over his comments.
The Attorney General contended
that the $250,000 cash grant is nothing
compared to the inhumane way the more
than seven thousand sugar workers were
treated when they were placed on the
breadline by the APNU/AFC Coalition,
which downsized the sugar industry by
closing four estates – Wales, Skeldon,
Rose Hall and Enmore.
“Any grouping of Guyanese treated
this way (is) entitled to compensation,
and we in this Government have no
apologies; whether they are our supporters or not, it does not matter. They are
Guyanese. They suffered a wrong, [and
if] their Government can correct that

Calling all Foodies!
Are you a FOODIE like me? Well then! Today is your lucky
day! Hi, I'm Mala and I've a cooking channel called “From
Mala’s Kitchen To
Yours...Ala Mala Style”
I've created many a tried
and tested recipe in my
repertoire. On my channel
I've an ever expanding collection of crowd pleasing
recipes. Some for entertaining, some for simple at
home dining and even a
recipe or two that just
might please even your
mother in law too! New
recipes are always being
added so be sure to check
me out on Facebook searching “ala mala style” on Instagram and Youtube via the links below.
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/AlaMalaStyle/
Instagram: @frommalaskitchentoyours
https://instagram.com/frommalaskitchentoyours?r=nametag
Youtube
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDe3bLz6kT8FoKvJfm2dOA

wrong and rectify it in some small way,
their Government has a duty to do so,
and we have executed and discharged
that duty,” the Minister contended.
According to Nandlall, these workers were not only arbitrarily dismissed,
but were let go off without the payment
of any severance. He reminded that court
actions had to be filed in order for those
retrenched workers to receive these payments that they were entitled to.
“Seven thousand [sugar workers],
and you had about 30,000 Guyanese put
immediately on the breadline by an uncaring Government. Those people were
basically living on charity. They were
living on donations. They were living on
handouts. They punished. Some people
were starving, children could not go to
school, they were crying. Big men committed suicide because they could not
have provided for their families. Men
turned to alcoholism, some of them
smoked drugs,” Nandlall outlined, pointing out that he witnessed these situations
firsthand, having been on the ground
during that time.
The Minister went on to remind
that since 2017, immediately following
the estates’ closures, the PPP/C, while in
Opposition, had promised to financially
compensate those affected sugar workers
if the party gets into office. In fact, he
noted that this was a promise made on
the 2020 campaign trail, and was included in the party’s Election Manifesto,
which got it elected into office.
“We put that as a manifesto promise
to the people of Guyana and they voted
as an endorsement of that. We have a
duty to deliver on that manifesto promise, and we have no apologies, none at
all!” the AG stressed.
Nandlall further called out Harmon
for his stance against sugar workers. The
Minister outlined that the PPP/C Government has compensated frontline

health workers, public servants, school
children, pensioners, and even farmers;
hence there should be no issues with the
same benefits being extended to sugar
workers.
“All Guyanese qualified, benefited
from those grants. What is so wrong with
the sugar workers receiving assistance
from this Government? The truth be told,
Harmon and PNC used [AFC’s Moses]
Nagamootoo and [Leader Khemraj]
Ramjattan to go into these communities
and fool the sugar workers; told the
sugar workers that they will get 20 and
25 per cent increase… [and told] the
workers that they will not close the sugar
factories, that there will not be a loss of
jobs…then fooled the people,” the Minister posited.
Meanwhile, AG Nandlall also used
the opportunity to respond to another
Opposition Member who is also contending for the PNCR leadership,
Aubrey Norton, who claims that the
PPP/C Government is discriminating
against communities perceived as Opposition strongholds during the distribution
of these cash grants.
According to the Minister, political
affiliation is not a consideration factor to
determine the qualification for the various cash grant initiatives. He noted that
persons from varying backgrounds have
benefited from these grants countrywide,
and will continue to benefit in the future.
In the same breath, however, Nandlall explained that the Coalition will continue to use the political and race cards
for selfish purposes.
“Apparently, only when IndoGuyanese receive something then Harmon and Norton see that. And according
to them, and based upon everything they
are saying, apparently Indo-Guyanese
ought not to benefit and should not benefit from anything…But I’m saying all
Guyanese should benefit. But they are
saying once, Indo-Guyanese gets something, it’s a PPP supporter and is a PPP
campaign, and is a PPP distribution of
assistance to its constituency. These people are sick…but we can’t bother with
this kind of mentality,” Minister Nandlall posited.
The allocation earlier this month of
the cash grants – pegged at $1.8 billon –
was deemed a welcome initiative by the
Guyana Agricultural and General Workers Union (GAWU), which says that
such support is essential in correcting the
indignation faced by sugar workers.
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Hundreds of Afghan refugees still
need housing in Ottawa
About
300
refugees
from
Afghanistan are living in hotel rooms in
Ottawa as they try to secure permanent
housing to begin their new lives in
Canada, but that search has proven difficult.
The Catholic Centre for Immigrants
(CCI) said housing has always been a
struggle to find, but things are even more
challenging with this recent surge of
refugees for a variety of reasons.
Executive Director Carl Nicholson
said because of the panicked way in
which many of the newcomers escaped
Afghanistan, they arrived in Canada
with incomplete immigration paperwork.
Without completed documentation
Nicholson said Immigration, Refugees
and Citizenship Canada (IRCC) isn't in
a position to provide monthly living expenses.
"You don't have a cheque from
IRCC then I can't get a landlord to rent
you a place," Nicholson said.
"The landlord wants to see a steady
flow of income, and if I can't guarantee
him that then he says, 'well you're nice
but come back when you've got it,'" he
added.
Since Aug. 23, about 370 refugees
from Afghanistan have arrived in Ot-

The Afghan Canadian Support Network is collecting donations

tawa, with 91 arriving about a week ago,
according to the CCI.

While some have managed to secure housing, hundreds more continue to

live in small hotel rooms across Ottawa.
The logistics of having that many
locations is also proving difficult, according to Nicholson, because each hotel
has to be equipped with an administration centre that requires staff.
He said ideally they would all be in
the same building, but that isn't an option.
"As things start to open up a little
bit more, hotels have regular guests and
none of them are really anxious for us to
take over a hotel, because they don't
want to lose their regular guests,"
Nicholson said.
In addition to finding housing, incomplete documentation also slows
down everything else including school
registration, health insurance, and getting a social insurance number.
Canada has pledged to settle 40,000
Afghan refugees following the Taliban
takeover of Afghanistan but Nicholson
said he doesn't know how many will
come to Ottawa.
He said those coming later, however, will likely have completed documents because they will be coming from
countries neighbouring Afghanistan, and
the Canadian government will have had
more time to vet them.
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Guyanese civil servants promised
wage hike as cost of living soars
Guyana President Dr. Irfaan Ali reiterated on Monday that he is committed
to providing salary increases for public
servants.
When questioned when he is going
to meet with the Guyana Public Service
Union (GPSU), the President said, “As I
have said earlier, this year, we are committed to increases for the public servants and that commitment will be
fulfilled before the end of the year.”
In August, the Head of State made
the announcement that public servants
will be receiving salary increases before
the end of 2021. He had stated that the
salary increase will be retroactive and
was keen to note that it is not his Government’s vision for the discourse to be
only about salary increases, rather, it is

actively looking at mechanisms that
would allow all public servants to live
improved lives.
The renewed commitment comes
on the heels of the recent Half-Year Report from the Bank of Guyana (BoG)
noting that public sector minimum wage
remains at $70,000, while consumer
price continues to escalate.
“Public sector minimum wage remained at G$70,000 per month while the
income tax threshold was unchanged at
G$65,000 per month during the first half
of 2021,” the report stated.
A table in the report illustrated the
increases in the cost of food by 12.5 percent, miscellaneous goods and services
by 1.9 percent, transport and communication by 1.8 percent, furniture by 1.7

Dr Irfaan Ali
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percent and medical care by 0.3 percent.
It was stated in the report that the
food category increased on account of
higher prices of vegetables, fruits,
pulses, oil and fats, and meat, fish and
eggs by 54.6 percent, 33.0 percent, 11.3
percent, 8.3 percent, and 6.5 percent, respectively. Transport and communication prices increased on account of
higher prices within the operational/ personal transport by 17.1 percent.
While, in contrast, price declines
were registered in the categories of
clothing, housing, education and
footwear and repairs by 1.2 percent, 1.1
percent, 0.3 percent and 0.1 percent respectively.
According to the report, the inflation is measured by the change in the
Urban Consumer Price Index (CPI),
which hovered around low single digits
during the first four months of the year.
The rate of inflation, more than
doubled to 5.6 percent at end-June 2021,
on account of sharp increases in food
prices, particularly, vegetable and vegetable products, as a result of supply
shortfall following the devastating
floods in May and June.

PUBLIC NOTICE
It has come to the attention of the
publishers of Equality News that certain persons are removing bulk copies
of this newspaper from stores where
they are being distributed for your
convenience, and then destroying
them.
This illegal practice seems to be designed to stop Equality News from
reaching readers and advertisers, and
is being carried out with the clear intent to discredit our efforts to prove to
our clients that our paper is being
properly circulated weekly.
We are seeking the cooperation of
the public at large and store owners
and their staff to alert us if they see
our paper being removed in bulk from
places of distribution, and if possible,
to provide photographic evidence of
such a crime to us as we fully intend
to pursue such illicit activity to the
fullest extent of the law.
Readers and clients will understand
that we print and distribute Equality
News at significant cost each week in
order to meet our mandate of keeping
people of Caribbean descent informed
of events and happenings in their former homelands.
As well, we provide a weekly opportunity for readers to support community-owned businesses by shopping
locally.
Illegal activities such as the bulk removal of our paper from places of distribution hurt not just us, but our
readers and our clients who depend
on our readership for business, especially in these difficult times.
Please report any such illegal acitivity to us by calling 647-216-2359.
We appreciate your cooperation in
this very serious matter.
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Mega initiatives emerge from
Guyana’s bilateral engagements
PRESIDENT Dr. Irfaan Ali’s bilateral engagements over the past few
months have resulted in investors committing to a number of mega initiatives.
In addition to a confirmed list of potential investors coming to explore even
more opportunities in Guyana, some
groups have already committed to specific projects, such as a state-of-the-art
deep-water harbour.
During a recent visit to Dubai,
President Ali met with representatives of
Abu Dhabi Ports, which had already
sent two technical teams to examine the
project, linking neighbouring Brazil.
“The interest is great in this project and
in two to three weeks they will have a
second team coming with a follow-up
on the evaluation,” Dr. Ali told a virtual
news conference on Friday.
He added that, “they are looking at
a modern, state-of-the-art port facility
operated with cutting-edge technology,
focusing on efficiency, safety and security.”
The deep-water harbour is expected to be a critical port, linking
Guyana to Suriname, Brazil, and French
Guiana, and according to President Ali,
the prospects are promising.
“This is a project that is viable;
they are now working on the financial
details of it,” Dr. Ali noted.
Additionally, several world leaders
have expressed their interest in visiting
Guyana with their teams to scope out investment opportunities. They include
the President of Colombia, the Prime
Minister of Kuwait and the Prince of
Saudi Arabia, among others. Already
confirmed to visit are the Presidents of
Kenya and Ghana.
Meanwhile, outside of the international engagements, President Ali related that ties have also been
strengthened with sister country, Barbados. “In my discussion with Prime Minister [Mia] Mottley, we hammered out a
concrete, time-bound framework for enhanced collaboration and trade between
Guyana and Barbados in the areas of
food production and export,” Dr. Ali
said.
He made specific reference to key
areas on which the two countries
reached agreements, including increased

Brian Tiwarie, OMC, AA - CEO

Builder of this port in Abu Dhabi in talks with Guyana to construct a port in that country

production and removal of barriers to
trade, with the possibility of establishing
a Guyana-Barbados food terminal; improved transport logistics and efficiency;
establishment
of
agro-processing facilities; the creation
of a Guyana-Barbados food sustainability plan; and facilitating an exchange of
technicians between the Ministries of
Agriculture to facilitate smooth and efficient transaction flow.
“So, what we have agreed on is that
we will have a Guyanese in the Ministry
of Agriculture in Barbados and a Bajan
in the Ministry of Agriculture in

Guyana, so that Guyanese can deal directly with their counterpart in Barbados
and that Barbados can deal directly with
their counterpart here,” Dr. Ali posited.
Similarly, the two countries have
also agreed to the sharing of port spaces
to facilitate trade and reduce costs for
the movement of goods between the two
countries.
The Head of State is hopeful that
these initiatives will assist in removing
the hassle, the barriers and bureaucracy
of doing business between the two countries. “That is what we are trying to remove here,” Dr. Ali emphasised.

He highlighted too that Barbados
and Guyana have also discussed opportunities for investments in quarry, feedstock, livestock, and limestone.
More extensive discussions were
had in relation to ‘twinning’ the tourism
product of both countries. So far, Barbados has agreed to facilitate the training
of 6,000 Guyanese for the hospitality
sector. Meanwhile, a high-level delegation from Barbados has already visited
Guyana to commence technical work on
the opportunities discussed between
Prime Minister Mottley and President
Ali.

1 & 2 MUDLOT WATER STREET, KINGSTON, GEORGETOWN, GUYANA. TEL: 592- 226-5513-4 | 226-5314-5 |
226-4113 FAX: 592- 226-5517 | 223-7421
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Jagdeo labels organised crime
unit ‘a disappointment’
FOLLOWING its failure to charge
several former government officials for
misconduct during their tenure, VicePresident Dr. Bharrat Jagdeo on Monday labelled the Special Organised
Crime Unit (SOCU) of the Guyana Police Force (GPF) a “disappointment”.
Jagdeo was at the time addressing
a press conference held at the Arthur
Chung Conference Centre (ACCC).
“SOCU has just been a disappointment, because had it been the PPP [People’s Progressive Party], they would
have probably been running us down,”
he said.
In making his case, he stated that
former Minister of Finance under the A
Partnership for National Unity + Alliance For Change (APNU+AFC)
regime, Winston Jordan, was involved
in transactions where he breached
Guyana’s financial laws, but he is yet to
be charged.
“Winston Jordan has been in
breach of our financial regulations, and
also his fiduciary responsibility when he
transferred large tracts of land worth billions of Guyana dollars to individuals
without them paying a cent, although
the agreement said they had to pay for
these properties,” Jagdeo said.
While noting that he would have to
seek an update on this matter from Attorney- General Anil Nandlall, S.C., he
said: “You can go to jail for that; that’s
a breach of the financial laws. I don’t
see him even charged by now, and I
wonder what’s going on.”
At a press conference on October
14, 2021, Nandlall had disclosed that
there are a number of transactions which
were conducted under the APNU+AFC
administration that will be subjected to
investigations, and from which charges
are likely to follow.
Jordan was fingered in a number of
these transactions, including the sale of

several vehicles by the Guyana Revenue
Authority (GRA), without due process,
to persons who are allegedly closely related to him.
Additionally, Nandlall had disclosed that a number of State properties
valued millions of dollars were sold
below market value, without public procurement, between the period of the passage of the No-Confidence Motion in
December 2018, and the conclusion of
the 2020 General and Regional Elections on August 2, 2020.
Jordan, in his response to the allegations, has claimed that they are false,
baseless, and repugnant. According to
him, the allegations are designed to impugn his character, tarnish his image,
and lower his esteem in the eyes of his
family, friends, admirers, well-wishers,
and the general public.
“I wish to reassure everyone that I,
Winston Jordan, Former Minister of Finance in the Coalition Government, performed my duties in compliance with
the oath of my office, and to the best of
my abilities. This, I have done in my
over 35 years of public service, in various capacities,” he said in a press release
issued in October 2021.
Jordan was called in for questioning by SOCU in January 2021, to assist
with investigations pertaining to the
award of State lands at Peter’s Hall, East
Bank Demerara (EBD), specifically to
the vesting of the lands, in his capacity
as Finance Minister.
Attorney-at-law James Bond, and
former National Industrial and Commercial Investments Limited (NICIL) Chief
Executive Officer (CEO), Colvin HeathLondon, were also subjects of this investigation.
Bond was accused of benefitting
from land deals emanating from the sale
of State lands while purportedly looking
after the interest of the NICIL, which

Former Minister of Finance Winston Jordan, and his attorney

was presiding over the leasing of the
said lands.
Two businessmen embroiled in the
scandal, Life 1 Pharms Inc. Director,
Avalon Jagnandan, and Director of A-Z
Pharmaceuticals Medical Supplies and
Equipment Inc., Eddie Doolal, were also
arrested and, reportedly told investigators that it was Bond who facilitated the
deals, which saw 30 acres of prime State
lands being transferred to Chinese national, Jianfen Yu.
The businessmen had reportedly
disclosed to investigators that it was
Bond who encouraged them to start-up
companies, and apply to NICIL for
lands. They also claimed that it was
Bond, and not they, who received a
hefty payoff from both deals, amounting
to more than $100M.
Bond, reportedly, also received a

US$1M payment from Trinidad logistics company, Lennox Petroleum, for the
sale of 10 acres of land leased to
ARKEN Group Inc.
In that deal, ARKEN and its principal leased from NICIL 20.3 acres of
land at Peter’s Hall on May 9, 2018, for
a 20-year period at US$16,224 per year.
ARKEN later sold the 10 acres of land
to local logistics company, GLASS
Holdings Inc. on October 10, 2019, for
$200M.
Bond and Heath-London were both
charged with conspiracy to defraud the
State on April 1, 2021. They appeared
before Chief Magistrate Ann McLennan, at the Georgetown Magistrates
Court, in relation to the sale of the State
lands at Peter’s Hall. Doolal and Richmond were also charged.

Call 647-216-2359 for rates
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Guyana to auction off new oil
blocks for exploration in 2022
Guyana will be seeking to sell its
oil blocks, including those that it is expected to get back from oil companies
operating offshore, to the highest bidder
from next year, according to Vice President Dr. Bharrat Jagdeo.
This new system of allocating oil
blocks to companies seeking to explore
and produce oil from areas offshore
Guyana will replace the existing system
of one-on-one negotiations with oil
companies. And, Dr. Jagdeo said it
should commence in the latter half of
2022, at the latest.
Guyana’s intention to move away
from the direct negotiation and sale of
oil blocks was first announced by President Dr. Irfaan Ali, earlier this year.
Through the new system of auctioning,
the company that says it will pay the
most money will get to operate in the
area.
Later, he said that technical expertise was needed to help the country auction the oil blocks because there are
considerations as to whether the country should first do seismic studies or
auction the areas without those studies.

One of the oil drilling vessels currently operating in Guyana’s waters

A seismic survey would allow the
country and potential bidders (the companies) to have a clearer understanding
of what oil resources exist in the area of
potential oil production. It is costly to
engage in this survey and Dr. Jagdeo
said that the government would also
have to consider who would pay for a
survey to be done.
Importantly, too, the VicePresident

noted that with the government intending to sell oil blocks to the highest bidder, the relinquishment provisions in
Guyana’s oil agreements will have to be
“aggressively” enforced.
For context, relinquishment essentially requires oil companies to give up
control of a part of the oil block(s) they
are operating in when the renewal period for the company’s agreement with

the government has expired.
And, the Vice- President explained, “… added to the existing pool
of areas available, we will now have the
relinquished areas which can then form
part of the auction that will take place.”
Yet another consideration, Dr.
Jagdeo said, is whether the government
will allow companies already exploring
existing oil blocks from buying newer
blocks.
Because there are these considerations, Dr. Jagdeo said that the government has given itself about a year to
consider the various policy positions it
would adopt.
He also noted that much emphasis
has been placed on the local content
policy and the revision of the Natural
Resource Fund (NRF) in the short term,
to strengthen Guyana’s oil and gas management architecture.
With these expected to be completed before year-end, it is expected
that the government will be able to
focus more on auctioning and the relinquishment clauses afterwards.
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Saturday 8 am to 9 pm
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y Friday 9 am to 9 pm
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Store Hours
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Fri.-Sat. 9 am to 9 pm
Sunday 9 am to 6 pm

Dixie Rd.

Danforth Food Market
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y Road
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289-298-0
0399

Glidden R
Rd.
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Saturday 8 am to 9 pm
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Da
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ood Market
3701 Keele St.
416-398-8123

Silverstone

Keele St.
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e for accuracy in both copy & illustrration, unintentional error may occu
urr, we reserve the right to correct an
ny errorr. Specials Available While Quantities
Q
Last. We reserve the
h right
i ht to limit
li i quantities.
Stafffford Dr
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Bloor St. E.
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ve. W.
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Chinese ﬁrm to build
Demerara Harbour Bridge
The Guyana Cabinet has granted its no-objection for the Ministry of Public Works to engage China State Construction Engineering Corporation Limited
to construct the New Demerara Harbour Bridge (NDHB), based on a DesignBuild-Finance (DBF) model.
According to a Ministry of Finance release, the financial terms and conditions would be no less favourable than those submitted in the preferred bidder’s price proposals.
It also noted that the proposal by China State Construction Engineering
Corporation Limited, under the DBF model, contemplates a construction cost
of US$256.6 million, the lowest amongst all bidders.
Initially, the government, through the Public Works Ministry, pre-qualified
nine firms to submit bids for the construction of a two-lane dual carriageway
(four lanes) hybrid cable-stayed centre span bridge, with concrete box/T beam
girder approach bridge structure with the following inclusions.
These are: Bridge collision protection; navigation span to accommodate
Handymax vessel navigation aids; lighting, signage, and all other ancillary
works; access road with a minimum of 50 meters up to abutments; and a toll
collection building and ancillary buildings on the West Bank of the Demerara
River.
The release noted that the pre-qualified firms were invited to submit bids
to construct the bridge, using a Design-Build-Finance (D-B-F) contract and
Design-Build-Finance-Operate-Maintain (D-B-F-O-M) contract. The release
pointed out that at the pre-bid meeting, held on June 28, 2021, it was agreed
that the closing date for submission of bids would be October 5, 2021.
“Only five of the pre-qualified bidders submitted bids, of which four obtained the required minimum score for the technical proposal. The Evaluation
Committee recommended that the Procuring Entity engage China State Construction Engineering Corporation Limited, using the Design-Build-Finance
(DBF) model on financing terms and conditions no less favourable than those
proposed by the highest-ranked bidder. The NPTAB subsequently submitted
the recommendation to Cabinet, and Cabinet granted its ‘no objection’,” the
release said.
The NDHB comprises a critical component of the government’s drive to
expand and modernise Guyana’s transport infrastructure. It aims to replace the
aging Demerara Harbour Bridge with a modern four-lane structure that will
facilitate greater traffic capacity, and dramatically improve commuter convenience.

1176 Morningside Ave, Unit # 1, Scarborough, ON. M1B 3A4
(Inside A2Z Dry Clean Store) Next to Charlie West Indian food (morningside & sheppard)

Come savor a savory meal at
Charley's Caribbean Cuisine

CHARLEY’S
CARIBBEAN
CUISINE
For all your catering
needs

Not sure how much food you need? We’ll help
you suggest the right amount of food to minimize your cost.
Pork free halal foods. Catering for Hindu releigious events, as well as all Caribbean events.

1158 Morningside Ave, Scarborough
(at Morningside)

(416) 282-8608
Fabulous authentic Guyanese food. We can't make
this for these prices. (Grandma is from Berbice
Guyana and knows country Guyanese food - even
she will eat it!) Try the dhal puri and okra / shrimp.
Actual Review from Yellow Pages

PARTY TRAYS AVAILABLE!
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China Railway gets nod to
build Amaila Falls hydro
THE Ministry of Finance has re-

droelectric power potential in Guyana.

This was despite the fact that the

comparison with the previous project

ported that Cabinet has granted its ‘no-

Various studies have since justified and

APNU+AFC Government in 2016, with

structure which was based on a govern-

objection’ for the Office of the Prime

strongly supported the construction of

support from Norway, hired an inde-

ment contribution of US$100 million.

Minister to engage the China Railway

the AFHP. Recognising the suitability

pendent consultant (Norconsult) to re-

Additionally, the current structure antic-

Group Limited to construct the Amaila

and attractiveness of the project, the pre-

view the project. The report, published

ipates a cost of power that will be lower

Falls hydropower station (AFHP) based

2015 PPP/C Government had advanced

in December 2016, recommended the

than the initial cost of 11 cents per KWH

on

preparation of AFHP by conducting ex-

development of AFHP as the best option

contemplated by the previous project

tensive technical and financial studies of

for Guyana to achieve affordable, low-

structure.

the project, including an environmental

carbon electricity.

a

Build-Own-Operate-Transfer

(BOOT) model.
Under this model, the company will

“The AFHP will lower the cost of

The release noted that consistent

electricity needed to power Guyana’s

The then PPP/C Government had

with a commitment given by the PPP/C

economic diversification and transfor-

also mobilised international investor in-

to resume work to advance this project

mation into a low-carbon economy, as

According to a release, this follows

terest in the project, and a major private

in the party’s 2020 manifesto, on the

well as reduce the cost of power to the

publication of a request for proposals by

international investor (the Blackstone

basis of which the party was elected to

businesses and households. The project

government in various national newspa-

Group) had expressed serious interest in

office in 2020, this government has re-

will also support initiatives such as the

pers during the period July 25 to August

undertaking it. Additionally, the then

sumed efforts to realise this flagship

electrification of transport and e-mobil-

15, 2021.

government had earmarked US$80 mil-

project under the new and expanded

ity and accelerate the development of a

A total of four companies submitted

lion earned by Guyana under the

LCDS.

robust ICT sector needed for an inter-

proposals and the China Railway Group

Guyana-Norway partnership within the

“In its current formulation, it is ex-

connected world as well as a competitive

Limited was identified as the most ‘ca-

Low Carbon Development Strategy

pected that the project will require no eq-

manufacturing sector,” the release con-

pable partner’ by the Evaluation Com-

(LCDS) to help finance equity in the

uity contribution from government, in

cluded.

mittee after a rigorous evaluation

project.

supply electricity to the Guyana Power
and Light (GPL) Inc. at a cost not exceeding US$0.07737 per KWH and.

and social impact assessment (ESIA).

DONTEE CONSTRUCTION

process, following which the National

However, these efforts to advance

Procurement and Tender Administration

the project were blocked and derailed by

Outside Projects

Board (NPTAB) submitted the relevant

the then APNU+AFC opposition, who

recommendation to Cabinet for ‘no-ob-

voted against the project in the National

jection.’

Assembly. The APNU+AFC later main-

* Foundation
* Frame
*Weeping Tile / Excavation
*Extension
* Demolition
* Painting

The AFHP was first identified in

tained their opposition to the project

1976 by the Canadian company “Mon-

when they assumed office in 2015, but

enco’ during an extensive survey of hy-

failed to offer any alternative to it.

Inside Projects
* Plumbing
*Electrical
*Kitchen
*Bathroom
* Tiles and Floors
* Complete Basements
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Aryan Khan (centre) is escorted out of prison after he was released on bail

SRK son Aryan released on
bail
with
strict
conditions
Shah Rukh Khan releases
Shah Rukh Khan’s new hit celebrates cricket and his KKR team

Aryan Khan, son of Bollywood superstar Shah of bail straightaway, the court said.
The bail conditions given by the high court
Rukh Khan, walked out of the Arthur Road prison
on Saturday, after spending more than three weeks apply on Arbaaz Merchant and Munmun
in the central Mumbai facility following his arrest Dhamecha too, who got bail along with Khan.
Here's a look at some of those conditions:
during a drug raid on a cruise ship off the city coast.
After the famous “Korbo Lorbo Jeetbo
Due to the ongoing coronavirus pan• He should not indulge in activity similar to
The 23-year-old, arrested on October 3 by the
demic, IPL 2020 is being conducted in UAE
Re,” Shah Rukh Khan’s IPL team Kolkata
Narcotics Control Bureau (NCB), walked out of the what he is charged with.
Knight Riders (KKR) has a new fan anthem
without any audience in the stadium. Shah
• HeKhan,
shouldhowever,
not establish
with any coprison at
11.02am
and got
intoisathe
waiting
car, which
is in contact
UAE supporting
titled
“Laphao.”
This
first time
that fans Rukh
accused
or
any
other
person
directly
or
indirectly
reachedarehis
home
Mannat
in
suburban
Bandra
getting to see SRK appear on-screen after his team Kolkata Knight Riders.
involvedShah
in similar
activities
against
shortly his
after
11.30am.
2018
film Zero.
Rukh Khan
said inasa alleged
statement,
“I
them,
through
any
mode
of
communication.
The fans
of
SRK
(as
Shah
Rukh
Khan
is
pophave been attending the matches, and I truly
Composed and written by Badshah, the
• He
to surrender
his passport
andwe
not
ularly called)
in large
numbers
the
music thronged
video features
some
great outside
moments
miss
thehas
energy
of our toofani
fans. Since
leave
country
without
prior
permission
of
the
Speactor's from
bungalow,
celebrating
with
music,
dance
have to show our love to each other thoda
the IPL tournament, the fan reactions
cialdoor
NDPS
court.
and firecrackers.
and of course, Shah Rukh.
se this
year, we created a fan anthem that
The music
video bail
sends
messagebut
that
captures
emotions
all leave
our fans
aptly and
• If thetheaccused
hasof to
Mumbai,
he
Aryan Khan
was given
onthe
Thursday,
this
year,
KKR
requests
all
their
fans
to
show
was
even
launched
by
them
today.
It
was
the Bombay high court also put some conditions should inform about the itinerary to the investigatfun to interact with the team today, and
the14love
for their
teamthe
with
social distancing
officer.
(actually
of them)
which
23-year-old
has to inggreat
in
mind.
we
hope
to keep
our afans
proud.”
Khan was
askedmaking
to execute
personal
bond of
follow. If any of these bail conditions is violated,
then the NCB is entitled to apply for cancellation ₹1 lakh with one or more sureties.

‘Laphao’ anthem for KKR

World Famous Lady M
A superior PSYCHIC
in the MERCHANT FLEA MARKET
(Aisle 7)
• Card and Palm Reading
• Crystal ball READING
• 100% accurate
solves all problems of life
• JUST ONE VISIT & you'll be glad
you did
Come to LADY M
open from 9 am to 9 pm
176 Eglinton Ave, Toronto On. M4P -1A 2

416 480 1482

3160 Eglinton Avenue East (w of Markham Rd)
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Aries (March 21-April 19)
19) The
Resist
the urgeoftothe
convince
placement
Moon
others
to
agree
with
you
today.
Even
though
it’s
not
that imtoday creates an urge in you to break free from your routine.
portant,
might
repeatedly
returnbecause
to a particular
You wantyou
to do
something
different
you wantsubject.
life to
Possibly,
you
will
attract
someone
to
you
who
doing this.
be more interesting and stimulating.Meanwhile,isrelations
with
Taurus
(Aprilfriends
20-May
A strong astrological influpartners
and close
are 20)
solid.
ence Taurus
might make
you20-May
pushy with
today.day
Youtomight
(April
20) coworkers
This is a good
deal
insist
on
introducing
reforms
and
better
ways
of
doing
things.
with financial issues related to the wealth of others – shared
Far
better that
you discover
the secret
of how
to get cooperaproperty,
inheritances,
taxes,
debt and
insurance
issues.
tion
from
others.
Things will flow smoothly. You might also be involved with
Gemini (May 21-June 20) Parents must be patient with
an ex-partner or an old friend from your past.
kids today. Likewise, lovers and romantic partners must be paGemini
Because
thebeMoon
is other’s
oppotient with
each(May
other.21-June
In sports,20)
players
might
at each
site
your
sign
today,
you
might
have
to
go
more
than
halfway
throats, especially disputing a call from a referee. This is bewhen people
dealingare
with
others, with
whichtheir
could
require
coopercause
obsessed
ideas
today.extra
Lighten
up!
ationCancer
and accommodation
– no22)
biggie.
Your involvement
with
(June 21-July
In discussion
with family
a competitive
group
will behome
positive.
today,
especially
regarding
repairs or how to deal with
Cancer
(June 21-July
22) This
is a productive
for
garbage
and recycling
– be patient.
Remember
to listenday
to what
you. Make
DoResist
list and
busy!
A boss,
parent with
or someothers
haveatoTosay.
theget
urge
to power
through
your
one inhoping
authority
direct
your
ideas
thatmight
everyone
will
fallactivity
in line.or vice versa, you
mightLeo
be (July
in charge
and you’re
telling
what tobydo.
23-Aug.
22) You
mightothers
be obsessed
an idea
today.Leo
It will
preoccupy
your
mind
even
if
it’s
not
important.
(July 23-Aug. 22) Your relations with females are
Perhaps
can’t
a song
outit’s
of hard
yourfor
mind
“Billy,
excellentyou
today.
Forget
some
reason,
youlike
to conceal
Don’t
be
a
Hero.”
Steer
clear
of
arguments
with
others.
your feelings from others but this is not a bad thing. You also
(Aug. 23-Sept.
22) Whentoit someone?
comes to shopping
or
mightVirgo
feel protective
and nurturing
Short trips
financial
matters
today,
you
will
be
totally
focused
on
one
idea.
and a chance to expand your world will be exciting.
Very Virgo
likely, (Aug.
you want
to have
to take
convince
23-Sept.
22)your
Thisway.
is a You
goodwant
day to
care
others
to
agree
with
you,
or
you
want
to
act
on
your
compulof financial matters related to shared property, banking,
debt,
sions
buying something.
it.
taxes about
and insurance
issues. It’sEasy
also does
an excellent
day to buy
Libra
(Sept.
23-Oct.
22)
Today
Mercury
is in
sign
wardrobe goodies for yourself. However, some
of your
you will
at odds with big daddy Pluto. This can make you obsessed
prefer to cocoon at home today.
about an idea to the point that you want to convince others to
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) Your relations with others are
agree with you. However, instead, you can use this same enenergetic
andinward
intense
today.
You your
feel strong
theand
Sunmoin
ergy to look
and
examine
deeperwith
values
your
sign
plus,
you’re
keen
to
enlighten
others
about
your
tives.
pointScorpio
of view (Oct.
because
the Moon
is inwisest
your House
Commu23-Nov.
21) The
way toofuse
today’s
nications. Today
your
discussions
willbecause
be openyou
andcan
down
to
astrological
energy
is to
look inward
obtain
earth.
something
of real value. Study hidden forces that compel you
(Oct.you
23-Nov.
Financial
willThis
interest
to do Scorpio
things. What
learn 21)
might
changematters
your life!
kind
you
today. In fact,
might
attract
money to you or some
of
introspection
canyou
yield
positive
results.
kind Sagittarius
of financial advantage.
This could
relate arguments
to matters from
(Nov. 22-Dec.
21) Avoid
with
the pastorthat
you’reoftrying
tobecause
wrap up,
or something
friends
members
groups
people
are caughtthat
up is
in
their
ideas
today
and
convinced
that
they’re
right.
This
means
back on your plate again?
it’s hard
to reach any
kind
of agreement.
No the
oneMoon
is listening
Sagittarius
(Nov.
22-Dec.
21) Today
is in
to
each
other.
The
joke
is
that
whatever
the
argument
is about
your sign dancing with Mars, Venus and the Sun. Basically,
is
anyway.
Go figure.
it’srelatively
a positivepointless,
day for you
and things
will tend to go your way.
Capricorn
(Dec.
22-Jan.
19)
Avoid
confrontations
with
However, you will be more emotional
or excitable
than usual.
parents,
bosses,
VIPs
and
the
police
today.
If
they
take
place
You also might feel more protective about someone.
– it won’t
be good.
This
is because
people the
are Moon
caughtisup
in
Capricorn
(Dec.
22-Jan.
19) Because
hidtheir
own
ideas
and
quite
obsessed
with
their
own
way
of
den in your chart today, likewise, you will want to keep a low
thinking.
Naturally,
this puts
people
at odds
with each
other.
profile. You
might prefer
to work
alone
or behind
the scenes?
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Study of any kind will go
You might even discover a secret? This is likely because old
well today because you have a one-pointed mind. In particular,
friends are back in your world again.
you will be fascinated to learn more about secret subjects or
Aquarius
20-Feb.
18) A discussion
with
a female
esoteric
matters,(Jan.
including
psychology,
the occult,
mythology
acquaintance
or
friend
might
be
important
to
you
today.
This
and paranormal events. Boo!
person
might
help
you
sort
out
or
better
define
some
future
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) You might encounter resistgoalsor
that
youahave
in mind.
ance
have
dispute
with someone about shared property,
19-March
Personal
details
about your
taxes,Pisces
debt or(Feb.
anything
that you20)
own
jointly with
someone
else.
private
lifealso
seem
to beabout
public
today.responsibilities?
People are talking
You
might
argue
shared
Theabout
point
you
or something
your
personal
aware
of
to
remember
is thatrelated
peopletoare
hung
up on life.
theirBe
ideas
today.
this in
have
to do some damage control.
Best
tocase
live you
and let
live.
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Over 150 Guyanese lend voices to
global climate change ﬁght
Over 150 Guyanese have documented their concerns about climate
change in a letter to President Irfaan Ali
ahead of Guyana’s participation in the
United Nations UN’s Climate Change
Conference of the Parties (COP26).
The 26th United Nations Climate
Change Conference of the Parties
(COP26) which began October 31, is the
most significant global climate summit
since countries gathered in Paris in 2015
to sign an accord to limit global warming
to 1.5–2 °C above pre-industrial temperatures.
The 196 governments participating
in this year’s summit are expected to formalise a new round of commitments to
dial back greenhouse-gas emissions in
an effort to limit the extreme weather
currently pummeling countries around
the globe.
The latest round of global climate
talks will take place from October 31 to
November 12, 2021 in Glasgow, Scotland. Thousands of government delegates and people from civil society,
business and the media will gather to advance climate action. The world will be
watching and demanding that national
leaders rise to the moment, given the
mounting climate crisis and far-reaching
consequences for a livable future.
In a release to the press, A Fair Deal
for Guyana–A Fair Deal for the Planet
(AFDGAFDP)—a campaign movement

Members of AFDGAFDP

organised by concerned citizens of
Guyana from around the world, explained that the signed letter was forwarded to President Ali ahead of his
participation in the world forum.
According to the release from
AFDGAFDP, the letter serves to ensure
that Guyana takes a strong stand at
COP26. “History will record that each
and every one of us spoke up at a time
when Guyana, and indeed the entire
world, was on the brink of climate disaster. We are proud to have stood firm
for our country,” the group said in their
statement.
The group reminded that Secretary
General of the United Nations, António
Guterres, has described the Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)

report as a ‘Code Red’ for humanity.
Guterres had said that: “The evidence is
irrefutable: greenhouse gas emissions
are choking our planet and placing billions of people in danger. Global heating
is affecting every region on Earth, with
many of the changes becoming irreversible. We must act decisively now to
avert a climate catastrophe.”
Given the grave danger to life on
earth, the group stressed that, all states
must take urgent action to cut their
greenhouse gas emissions. The
AFDGAFDP noted in the statement,
“The industrialised States have fuelled
their economies and created their wealth
by burning fossil fuels – coal, oil and gas
– which have emitted massive amounts
of greenhouse gases and resulted in cli-

mate change.”
As such, they said that climate justice requires these industrialised States
to undo the harm they have inflicted on
the earth. “We demanded that the industrialised countries undo the damage to
the earth’s climate system by removing
their historic greenhouse gas emissions
from the atmosphere.”
As it regards Guyana, the group
said that the country remains a carbon
sink. They explained: “Our forests extract more greenhouse gas from the atmosphere than the people of Guyana
emit. These forests are making the world
safer for all humanity. Our forests have
removed greenhouse gas from time immemorial and have made a unique historic contribution to mitigating climate
change.”
“These forests,” AFDGAFDP
noted, “belong to the State and the State
is not the government, the State consists
of the people of Guyana.”
“As Guyanese citizens we cherish
our country, our forests and one another.
We demand that: the people of Guyana
are paid for the greenhouse gas that our
forests are removing. As the owners of
the forests, we demand that the payments are made to the people of Guyana,
not to the government. In light of our
unique historic contribution to mitigating climate change, we demand payment
at the rate of US$80 per ton...”

Bajans eye forestry opportunities in Guyana
The Head of State of Guyana and
Barbados have both agreed to the formulation of a gold trading hub on the
Caribbean Island using gold sourced domestically, through a largely private sector driven initiative, even as the island’s
investors eye opportunities in Guyana’s
forestry sector.
The gold initiative was one of
many announced and agreed to between
the two countries Guyanese President,
Dr. Irfaan Ali, on Friday briefed the
local media corps on the outcome of his
recent meeting with his Barbadian counterpart, Prime Minister, Mia Mottley.
Dr. Ali in his update told media
representatives, that during his engagement with Prime Minister Mottley, “we
hammered out a concrete time-bound
framework for enhanced collaboration
and trade between Guyana and Barbados.”
As it relates to gold hub, the President said “both countries discussed the
possibility of adding value to Guyana’s
gold by creating a gold market hub concept in Barbados.”
Elucidating on the notion, President Ali told the virtual press engagement that some cruise liners would visit
some of the Caribbean destinations for,
among other reasons, their gold market

Guyana President Dr Irfaan Ali and Barbados PM Mia Mottley

hubs, “so that is what we are trying to
create.”
He posited, “Barbados is a major
cruise destination and we are working
on the possibility of adding value to
Guyana’s gold and creating a gold market hub concept in Barbados.”
Explaining how the proposed venture would operate, President Ali said

that “government would (only) set the
framework; we have to discuss the policy, we have to discuss the mechanism.”
To this end, he explained that it is
the private sector that would be the key
driver behind the initiative. According
to President Ali, “in Barbados for example, you have some capacity in the craft
of jewellery making, in Guyana we have

capacity, so we have to now extend that
capacity, expand that capacity.”
He told media operatives this obtains as, “we have to create a win-win
situation”, adding that the mechanism as
to how the market will be established,
“the types of incentives that will have to
be given, the type of tax regime that will
have to be established, those are the
things that have to be ironed out now
that we have identified this as an area of
cooperation and collaboration.”
The President was adamant however that, “the driver of this, after we
would have established the vehicle,
would be the private sector.”
Barbados, he said, is also committed to exploring opportunities in
Guyana’s forestry sector, but he did not
elaborate. Quarrying was also a topic
for discussion, according to President
Ali.
The President in his report outlined
too that agreements were also had in the
areas of food production and export.
President Ali expanded saying,
“some of the areas we discussed and
have agreement on to pursue, are increased production of food, removal of
barriers to trade and the possibility of a
Guyana, Barbados food terminal.”
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Jagdeo defends oil production,
says world will still need fuel
Guyana Vice President, Bharrat
Jagdeo on Monday defended the ever
expanding production of Oil and Gas in
Guyana by pointing to the fact that even
in 2050—when the world is aiming for
net zero emissions—there would still be
a need for some 24 million barrels of oil
daily, down from the current rate of
about 100 million daily.
Dr. Jagdeo shared his position during a press engagement that coincided
with the World Leaders Summit at the
26th Conference of Parties (COP 26) underway in Glasgow, Scotland which is
being held under the auspices of United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).
According to Vice President
Jagdeo, while many are quick to point to
institutions such as International Energy
Agency (IEA) that speak to the need for
no new financing for fossil fuel projects,
what the critics fail to mention, is that in
2050 even the IEA concedes that some
24 million barrels of oil will still be
needed.
According to Jagdeo, under the
IEA’s most optimistic scenarios, in 2050
there would still be a global demand for
some 24 million barrels, “so who is
going to supply this, why should we not
be the ones supplying it.”
He was adamant, “our objective has
to be to try to get as much out as possible

Bharrat Jagdeo

from the sector, as quickly as possible
and then invest in the low carbon sector
of the future.”
The Vice President was at the time
ardently defending Guyana’s oil and gas
production, which he said would also be
addressed by President Irfaan Ali when
he addresses COP 26.
Dr. Jagdeo used the occasion to also
point out that although the IEA speaks
about oil peaking in 2025 and then declining to 24 million barrels per day by
2050 “the pace of that change is determined by the users too.”
To this end, he posits there is a pro-

jected increase in demand in the coming
years for energy and suggested that “a
lot of countries don’t even have electricity for their people.”
According to Jagdeo, there are currently tens of millions of people across
the globe without electricity, “they have
to get access to electricity, so demand
will grow there.”
He speculated that pressing to shut
down the fossil fuel industry will require
something to fill the gap.
He noted too that in order for the
world to move towards complete renewable electricity, it will require some four
trillion dollars in investments by 2030 to
fill that gap. He was unwavering in his
position that growing demand coupled
with dwindling supplies could only
mean that the price of electricity in the
future would skyrocket.
Slamming the developed world, Dr.
Jagdeo used the opportunity to point out
that in the vicinity of the Climate
Change conference there was recently
the commissioning of a new coal fired
plant.
To this end, he said that as it relates
to Guyana’s hydrocarbon, “it has to be
carefully planned” and argued that, “if
we don’t develop our resources like
some of our people (who are) saying,
then you giving a monopoly only to the
existing producers; how do you want a

fair deal for Guyana when you want us
to park our oil and gas sector.”
According to Jagdeo, the world will
still be producing 100 million barrels a
day before gradually winding down to
some 24 million barrels a day by 2050.
To this end, the Vice President
urged Non-Governmental Organisations
(NGOs) to not just “regurgitate wholesale everything” they hear but rather to
understand that a fair deal for Guyana
must be seen in the global climate
change context, a fair deal for Guyana
being aligned with the global goal of decarbonising.
In fact, the Vice President in blasting world leaders currently deliberating
Climate Change and its impact at
COP26, said “we provide a free decarbonisation option for the world, (through
the forest) when for the other options
people are getting paid,” referencing
Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) technology currently being developed.
To this end, Dr. Jagdeo was
adamant the, “world must step up and
pay for eco system services provided by
the forest.”
He in fact used the occasion to outline Guyana’s intention to market its forest services and to be paid some
US$500M annually—15 percent of
which he said, would be invested in indigenous communities.

CRIME & COURTS

Four on the run after killing man
Police in Guyana’s Region Three
have launched an investigation into the
brutal killing of Trevor Allen, who was
chopped and stabbed several times by
four identifiable men at Parika Façade,
East Bank Essequibo.
Allen was attacked sometime
around 20:50hrs on Sunday during a
drinking spree with his brothers at a
shop in the Parika Façade area. According to police, while consuming alcohol
with his brothers, a heated argument
ensued between Allen and one of the
four suspects. The suspect reportedly
held onto Allen and cuffed him to his
face. This caused him to retaliate.
Police revealed that it was during
the fight between the two that the three
other suspects turned up with a cutlass
and knives and launched their attack on
Allen.
One of Allen’s brothers, Harvey
Allen, had attempted to rescue him but
he too was attacked by the men. According to reports, after receiving a
chop to his back, Harvey sought refuge

in a nearby canal where he watched the
suspects continue their attack on his
brother.
Harvey then raised an alarm and
this caused the suspects to throw bricks
at him. Persons who heard the man’s
calls summoned the police, but the suspects had fled the area by the time ranks
arrived.
According to police, Allen was
seen lying motionless with five stab
wounds about the region of his abdomen and a chop wound to the forehead. His body was removed and taken
to the Leonora Cottage Hospital where
he was pronounced dead on arrival. His
remains were then transferred to the
Ezekiel Funeral Home where it awaits
a post mortem examination.

Home invasion
A family of three was robbed at
gunpoint by a group of men who gained
access to their home by scaling their
fence. The incident which took place
around 20:45hrs on Sunday reportedly

involved five men who were armed
with handguns and cutlasses.
Two of the victims – a 56-year-old
housewife and a 23-year-old woman –
were inside the house while a 20-yearold man was outside on his phone.
According to reports, the family
member who was outside noticed when
two men scaled the fence from a western direction and approached him.
During the confrontation the suspects pulled out a handgun and lashed
the young man to his face rendering
him unconscious. The 23-year-old family member stated that she heard a
“male voice” advising her not to move
and she complied. The perpetrator then
approached her with a handgun and demanded money. She reportedly handed
over $60,000 in cash.
They then took the housewife to
her room and started to ransack the area
as they demanded cash and jewellery.
They managed to obtain a cell phone
valued $25,000 and an iPhone 7 valued
$105,000.

The suspects then made good their
escape after scaling the fence. A police
investigation is ongoing.

Girl ﬁghts rapist
A decision by a 15-year-old girl to
fight back helped to save her from
being raped by her own relative during
the wee hours of Sunday.
According to police, the attempted
rape of the girl took place around
03:00hrs at her home located in the Region Seven Area. The relative who
tried to rape her has been identified as
a 19-year-old man. Police reported that
the girl was awakened from her sleep
by someone choking her and when she
opened her eyes she saw her relative
forcing himself on her.
She reportedly began to fight back
and a scuffle ensued between the two.
Other persons residing in the house
were awakened by the noise from the
scuffle. As a result, the relative decided
to stop his attack and ran away.
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Rowley to CoP26: T&T feeling
effects of climate change
As an economy largely based on oil
and gas and petrochemicals, Trinidad
and Tobago is transitioning, over reasonable and manageable time, to net zero
and has set very ambitious targets aimed
at diversifying, Prime Minister Dr Keith
Rowley said in his statement at the
COP26 World Leaders Summit in Edinburgh, Scotland, on Monday.
He said this country, a small island
developing state, is already experiencing
the effects of climate change.
"Loss and damage are already clear
in the aggressive erosion of our coastline
and the bleaching of our coral reefs.
Tackling loss and damage must remain
a critical and core issue of any global climate action framework," he said.
"We are increasingly concerned
about our ability to address this issue
given the well-known difficulty in accessing financing for such projects. We
need funds like the Green Climate Fund
to establish specific streams for loss and
damage finance to ensure that this is prioritized in the same way as mitigation
and adaptation. Further, there must be an
equitable balance between public finance for mitigation and adaptation."
Dr Rowley said the announcement
from the United States that it would double its climate finance support was particularly inspiring.
"This is the type of bold action all

T&T Prime Minister Keith Rowley addressing the climate change conference

donor countries need to consider in the
weeks ahead. The mobilization of private finance will also be critical for securing the urgently needed investment,
particularly for the transformation of our
energy sectors," he said.
The Prime Minister also detailed
T&T's plans to reduce emissions and
build climate resilience. These include:
° Establishing the largest utilityscale solar renewable energy project in
the Caribbean with a capacity of 112
megawatts, accounting for 10 per cent of

this country's power needs. This will be
increased to 30 per cent by 2030.
° Development of an e-mobility
policy and implementation of measures
to phase-in electric vehicles.
° Development of a Just Transition
of the Workforce Policy aimed at
reskilling, retooling and developing new
capacity for a low-carbon economy.
° Introduction of neasures to facilitate investment in green hydrogen to
provide green feedstock to the vibrant
petrochemical industry.

There are plans to explore the use
of industry-generated CO₂in possible
carbon sequestration projects.Dr Rowley
added:
"Trinidad and Tobago is committed
to working with all countries in the multilateral framework to ensure a safe and
secure world for those yet to be born. It
is my sincere hope that we will all be
able to look back at COP 26, and the
commitments and progress made here in
Glasgow, as key steps towards a healthier salvageable planet Earth."

Climate change a death sentence: Mottley
National solutions to global problems just won’t get it done.
That’s what Barbados Prime Minister, Mia Amor Mottley advised the
most powerful people on the planet
Monday, as world leaders gathered in
Glasgow, Scotland on the first day of the
COP26 Climate Summit.
The event is being billed as the
most important climate meeting since
the Paris Agreement was signed when
countries endorsed reducing the world’s
ocean temperatures to under two degrees
Celsius.
And the Prime Minister didn’t pull
any punches.
In a brief speech Monday morning,
Mottley noted everyone had come to
Scotland with the same ambition, that is
to save their people, and by doing so,
also save the planet from global warming.
“The pandemic has taught us that
national solutions to global problems do
not work,” she said to start her fourminute speech.
She said many of the commitments
made by countries were based on technologies yet to be developed, which was
at best, reckless, and at worst, danger-

Barbados PM Mia Mottley at the CoP26 conference

ous.
“On finance, we are $20 billion
short of the $100 billion, and this commitment, even then, might only be met
in 2023,” she warned.
The Prime Minister reminded the
leaders that adaptation finance remained
only at 25 per cent, far from the 50-50
split that was needed, and promised, due

to the intense warming already taking
place on earth.
Mottley bemoaned the fact that climate change funding to small island developing states like those who are
members of CARICOM, declined by 25
per cent two years ago, and that failure
to provide the critical finance, exacerbated by the losses and damage, could

be measured in lives and livelihoods of
Caribbean people.
“This is immoral, and it is unjust,”
she said matter-of-factly. “We’ve come
here today, to say, try harder.
“If Glasgow is to deliver on the
promises of Paris, it must close these
gaps,” Mottley suggested.
“What must we say to our people,
living on the front line in the Caribbean,
in Africa, in Latin America, in the Pacific?” the island’s first female Prime
Minister asked.
She noted that despite ambition, regrettably, many of the faces needed in
Glasgow were not present.
“What excuse should we give for
the failure?”
Mottley asked when world leaders
would address “the pressing issues” that
are truly causing people angst and worry
about issues such as climate change and
access to vaccines.
“When will leaders lead? Our people are watching, and our people are taking note. Are we really going to leave
Scotland without the resolve and the ambition that is sorely needed to save lives
and to save our planet?” she asked.
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Audit ﬁnds shocking spending at T&T water authority
Rampant inefficiencies in the
T&T Water and Sewerage Authority
(WASA) project management department have led to the beleaguered Stateowned company procuring $81 million
in pipelines they may not have needed.
This was just one of the shocking
findings contained in a 35-page report
by WASA’s Internal Audit Compliance
Department (IACD) into the authority’s procurement of 38,480 lengths of
pipes valued at $223 million from Chinese based firm Xin Xing Ductile
Pipes Company Ltd since 2013. The
38,480 pipes cover a distance of
235.14 kilometres and it marked the
largest purchase in WASA’s history.
The pipes were bought for the execution of 28 projects geared towards
improving WASA’s reliability and regularity of its pipe-borne supply to its
400,000-plus customers.
Eight years later, however, the report, dated September 16, 2021 has
found that 16 of the 28 projects are still
incomplete after millions of taxpayers’
dollars have been spent.
The report also uncovered discrepancies in the procurement process
for the pipes, irregularities in the shortlisting and evaluation procedures and
lack of due diligence by WASA’s management.
The audit concluded that every aspect of WASA’s project management

cycle had been plagued with inefficiencies which resulted in the over procurement of pipes valued at
$81,284,659.74
The fact that 16 projects had not
been executed, the report stated,
demonstrated the authority’s inability
to execute projects within planned
timeframes, while management did not
have the autonomy and ability to determine the prioritisation of projects.
“The authority’s failure to adequately conceptualise projects resulted
in pipes being procured for 10 projects
that are no longer required. The IACD
is of the opinion that the controls over
the procurement of the iron pipes were
unsatisfactory,” the report discovered.
Public Utilities Minister Marvin
Gonzales ordered the IACD to commission the audit in March, in order to
verify whether there was a legitimate
need for the number of pipes procured,
the reason for a large number of unused pipes in stock and ascertain if the
procurement process was executed as
an arm’s length transaction.
A review of the detailed report
showed WASA purchased the pipes
under the then People’s Partnership administration.
Funding for the projects was allocated under the 12-month Water Development Plan and Infrastructure
Development and Consolidated Funds

WASA headquarters in Trinidad

from the T&T government.
The pipes, ranging in diameters
eight to 43 inches, were delivered to
WASA in five tranches between March
2013 and May 2014 and the average
cost per pipe was listed at $5,801.
Apart from the over procurement
of the 16,045 pipes, the audit showed
that two projects, namely Caroni Dualling from Couva to San Fernando
and Naparima/Mayaro Road, were

never executed but estimated to use
8,167 pipes valued at $61,067,787.56.
“It appears that the authority procured 873 pipes valued at
$5,064,814.26 in excess of the quantities approved by the TC (Tenders
Committee) at the 219th and 225th
meetings. The TC approved the procurement of 37,607 pipes, yet 38,480
pipes were procured.”

More Covid patients than ICU beds
More and more Covid-19- positive
people are requiring hospital in Trinidad
and Tobago and intensive care unit (ICU)
treatment, and nearly all are unvaccinated.
As of Monday, only three ICU beds
were available in Trinidad, but there
were seven new patients in need of ICU
care.
There are only three ICU beds
available in Tobago.
This according to Dr Maryam Abdool-Richards, Principal Medical Officer
for Institutions.
Speaking during the Ministry of
Health’s virtual news conference yesterday, Abdool-Richards said people are
coming into the Accident and Emergency
(A&E) departments severely ill.
“We have been observing that over
the last two weeks, persons are presenting in a status that requires immediate
ICU care.
“So, as they call, the ambulance arrives at the A&E departments, we have
to start giving them oxygen, we have to
put them on ventilatory support and ICUlevel treatment.
“As of this morning, there are 19
patients across our traditional A&E centres who require immediate transfer to

Dr Maryam Abdool-Richards

the hospitals in the parallel healthcare
system. Seven of those 19 patients require intensive care unit-level support
and care,” she said.
Abdool-Richards said none of the
19 patients is fully vaccinated.
She noted that ICU units were run-

ning out of space.
“In Trinidad, 51 out of 54 beds are
occupied, that is a percentage of basically 94 per cent occupancy, three beds
left as of (yesterday) morning. Of those
51 patients, 48 are not fully vaccinated.
Ninety-four per cent of our patients in

our ICUs are not fully vaccinated.”
Of the five ICU beds in Tobago, two
were occupied as of yesterday.
“Overall, the ICU occupancy is 53
out of 59,” Abdool-Richards said. “We
are seeing the impact of not being fully
vaccinated.”
Abdool-Richards warned that if this
trend continues, T&T resources in the
parallel healthcare system would soon be
expended.
Meanwhile, Health Minister Terrence Deyalsingh continued to urge unvaccinated people to accept the vaccine.
He said vaccination numbers have
fallen significantly, with just about 1,000
people coming in for a first dose daily.
“What is happening is that the unvaccinated are posing a clear and present
danger now to the vaccinated,” he stated.
He said soon, doctors would have to
begin choosing between patients to give
resources to.
“I am again pleading with the unvaccinated to consider being vaccinated
as part of your civic duty to make our
doctors and nurses not have to make
those life-and-death decisions to allocate
scarce resources to you. We do not want
to shut down our outpatient clinics
again.”
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JA Ministry of Health knocked
for slow pace of Covid testing
Jamaica’s Ministry of Health and
Wellness is facing strong criticism from
personnel in the health sector over the
slow pace of its COVID-19 testing programme, even as allegations surface that
it breached government policy by allowing the importation of 100,000 test kits
which had not been approved by the
World Health Organization (WHO) and
the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA).
Among those who say the health
ministry is failing to do sufficient tests
for the virus is Dr Carolyn Gomes, a
member of the board of the Global Fund
for HTB and Malaria and, since last year,
a civil society representative on the Access to COVID Tools Accelerator, which
was established to develop measures to
fight COVID-19.
According to Gomes, since last year
the Global Fund and a partner organisation have been working to develop and
distribute testing kits for COVID-19 to
make sure that they were up to standard
and pre-qualified by the WHO.
“Some money was raised to make
these tests available to low-income,
lower middle-income countries across
the world, and upper middle-income
countries that were beneficiaries of
Global Fund grants. Since last year I
have been trying to encourage our Government to make greater use of the diagnostic tests that were developed, which
are the antigen rapid diagnostic tests

(RDT) for COVID-19, with very little
success.
“More recently, the WHO has come
out very, very strongly stating that we
should be testing one person per thousand population per day. If we say Jamaica's population is 2.8 million people,
then we should be testing 2,800 people
per day in order to control and get a handle on our COVID-19 epidemic,” argued
Gomes.
She noted that Jamaica is not meeting that minimum standard and pointed
out that the WHO has recommended that
the RDT antigen tests should be used
widely to determine the state of the epidemic and to test everyone who is potentially positive for COVID-19.
“But we are not doing that in this
country. We have limited severely the access of the population to COVID-19 testing to those who have money and can
afford to pay anywhere between US$20
and US$50, sometimes more,” said
Gomes.
She pointed out that the access to an
antigen test is also limited to private entities unless the person has symptoms
and goes to a public facility.
“And the Government, because of
its limiting of the testing to selected
providers, basically allows those
providers to charge what they want to for
the test. So an antigen RDT… which cost
US$2.50 to make and supply from the
approved WHO suppliers [is being sold

PAHO donated 80,000 antigen tests to Jamaica

in Jamaica for up to US$50].
“So, essentially, what we have done
is create a market that allows serious
profit-making by restricting the access to
the tests while not, in any way, providing
the testing for those who don't have the
money,” added Gomes as she urged the
Government to ramp up testing and
make the antigen RDT tests easily accessible to all Jamaicans.
“By our reluctance to allow widespread use of the antigen RDT we are
limiting and allowing a severe inequity
and a severe potential for massive profittaking limited to a few,” charged Gomes
as she noted that the Global Fund would
provide Jamaica with access to a large
number of antigen RDT through grant
funding.

Gomes' arguments are bolstered by
the fact that other jurisdictions have introduced self-testing as a means of getting a true picture of COVID-19
infection rates.
On Monday, Australia started making COVID-19 self-testing kits available
in supermarkets and pharmacies, following last month's approval by that country's medical regulator, the Therapeutic
Goods Administration.
The rapid antigen tests, being sold
for between A$10 and A$30, will provide results within 15 minutes and do not
need to be carried out by a health-care
professional.
In the United States, self-administered COVID-19 tests are widely available and can be done free of cost.

Only fully vaxxed for Reggae Boyz games
While local authorities plan to verify the vaccination status of fans wishing
to attend the Reggae Boyz World Cup
football qualifier against the United
States on November 16, they will not be
able cross-check those who were vaccinated overseas.
The Jamaican Government and the
Jamaica Football Federation (JFF)
jointly announced yesterday that an online portal, referred to as the event authorisation system, will allow people 18
years and older who are vaccinated
against the novel coronavirus to buy
match tickets online.
The system is expected to be activated at 7:00 am Tuesday and is to facilitate
applications
on
a
first-come-first-serve basis.
During Monday’s virtual press conference Health Minister Dr Christopher
Tufton said his ministry “will verify the
authenticity of the vaccination cards”
using its “online database” to mitigate illegitimate requests. He said applicants
will have to prove they had been vaccinated at least two weeks prior to match
day.
However, when contacted by the

Only fully vaccinated fans will be allowed to view Reggae Boyz games

Jamaica Observer last evening, both JFF
President Michael Ricketts and Tufton
conceded verification might not be possible for all applicants.
“They [foreign applicants] will
have to present their credentials, including their Government-issued ID and
vaccination cards. We can't validate their
cards, and it's the same thing for Jamaicans who did their vaccination overseas,” Ricketts explained.
He added: “We took the liberty to
block about 500 seats [for US supporters
wanting to purchase tickets], but based

on information coming from US Soccer
[Federation] they are estimating that
there may be about a 100 people. So if
after a week there is no indication that
they will purchase all 500 then we will
be permitted to sell what is left to the locals.”
Tufton said allowing fans inside
sporting venues is for now a project
under construction.
“It's a pilot; it's not necessarily
going to be foolproof, but we will try to
make it that way. Over time, with the QR
code [electronic vaccination passport],

we will be in a position to provide a better system,” he said.
“Those who have made the effort
and have understood the message and responded to the message to go out and
protect themselves and, by extension,
their families and workplace and their
sporting environment, should no longer
be grouped with those who have not,”
Tufton said during the press conference.
Though the National Stadium has a
seating capacity of roughly 28,000, only
5,000 tickets will be sold as part of the
Government's efforts to stem the spread
of the virus.
Ricketts said 4,000 Bleachers tickets ($2,000 each) and 1,000 Grandstand
tickets ($7,700 each) will be available
for purchase. Organisers said there will
be mask-wearing and physical distancing requirements on match day.
Up to October 23, health ministry
data showed just over 360,000 people in
Jamaica had been fully vaccinated.
Minister of Sport Olivia Grange
said the imminent return of football fans
inside the National Stadium is a step towards a wider roll-out.
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Man-of-the-Match Pooran says
tactical move led to victory
A crucial 57-run partnership from
Nicholas Pooran (40) and tournament
debutant Roston Chase (39), partnered
with a match-winning last over spell
from pacer Andre Russell, were integral
in the West Indies’ narrow three-run victory over Bangladesh in the ICC T20
World Cup on Friday.
At the Sharjah Cricket Ground in
United Arab Emirates, West Indies secured their first victory of the tournament and remain in contention for a spot
in the semi-final round.
Sent in to bat, West Indies started
slowly but toiled to 142/7. The
Caribbean team fought off a valiant
Bangladesh chase by restricting them to
139/5 with the Tigers unable to score six
runs off the final ball.
Pooran captured man-of-the-match
honours after he and Chase spearheaded
a much-needed fightback with the bat as
openers Chris Gayle (four) and Evin
Lewis (six) fell early on, followed by
Shimron Hetmyer (nine) and Andre
Russell, who was dismissed without
facing ball.
Additionally, big-hitting skipper
Kieron Pollard’s (14 not out) innings
was cut short on eight runs after he retired hurt, but came back in the final
over to add six more runs.
Pooran, who had two mediocre
batting performances in the team’s
opening T20 World Cup losses – one
run against England and 12 against

Nicholas Pooran — batted further down the order

South Africa – batted further down the
order against Bangladesh, a move
which proved crucial for the muchneeded victory.
“It was definitely a tactical move
(to bat lower down) with Polly (Pollard). We talked about batting and taking responsibility and doing what’s
necessary for the team.

“In this tournament our batting
hasn’t really clicked as yet, so we are
chopping and changing. Hopefully guys
put their hands up and it’s their day.
“Today was just one of those days
where I felt like as a cricketer and as a
batsman, I needed to put my hand up,”
he said.
After temporarily losing Pollard

owing to a leg injury in the middle of a
shaky West Indies innings, Pooran said
he got a “bit scared,” but had to shake
off his fear, buckle down and play a
careful innings.
He even hit the first six of the
match off the first ball of the 16th over.
Pooran’s knock of 40 (four sixes, one
four) came off 22 balls, while Chase (39
from 46 balls) also held his own, batting
smartly on his T20 World Cup debut.
After bouncing back from his
rough batting displays against England
and South Africa, the West Indies wicketkeeper wants to stay positive ahead of
the coming group one matches.
West Indies’ two remaining
matches are against Sri Lanka on Thursday (10am TT time) and against Australia next Saturday (6am).
“Someone had to take that responsibility and I’m just happy that today I
could have just performed for the team.
I’m 100 per cent confident.
“I’ve been working very hard for
the last couple of months. Things just
haven’t gone my way. But I’ve been
doing a lot of the right things and to be
honest with myself, I haven’t been
doing myself justice, giving away my
wickets, especially when I batted in the
last games.
“I just wanted to take this opportunity today. I’m always positive, I’m always confident about my attitude and
my skills,” he added.

West Indies to play two Tests in Sri Lanka
THE WEST Indies men's cricket
team will tour Sri Lanka for a twomatch Test series in November.
The team is set to arrive in Sri
Lanka on November 10 and will play a
warm-up match in Colombo from November 14-17.
The series bowls off with the
opening Test on November 21-25 at the
Galle International Cricket Stadium.
The second Test will be staged at the
Galle venue from November 29 to December 3.
According to a statement from Sri
Lanka Cricket, the series will be held
under a bio-secure bubble environment.
Earlier this year, the West Indies
and Sri Lanka played two Tests at the
Sir Vivian Richards Stadium, North
Sound, Antigua; both matches were
drawn.
The West Indies are currently defending their ICC T20 World Cup title
in United Arab Emirates and Oman.
SRI LANKA TOUR SCHEDULE
Nov 14-17 - Warm-up match at
Colombo
1st Test (Nov 21-25) – Galle Inter-

Keiron Pollard

Captains Dimuth Karunaratne (left) of Sri Lanka and Kraigg Brathwaite of West Indies share the trophy at
the end of the second Test, between West Indies and Sri Lanka, at the Sir Vivian Richards Cricket Stadium
in North Sound, Antigua.

national Cricket Stadium

2nd Test (Nov 29 to Dec 3) – Galle

International Cricket Stadium
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New shipment
just in time for
Diwali
The NEW breed of
WORLD CLASS
harmoniums
"BHASKAR"
Only $1599.00 each. Check it out.
Call Bhaskar 647 216 2359
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Buying or selling a home is the
largest financial commitment you
will ever make
TRUST THE PROFESSIONALS

BAIN THOMPSON
Sales Representative

You will enjoy our professional and
enthusiastic style of doing business and our
knowledge of the real estate market.

Sutton Group - Summit Realty Inc., Brokerage
Direct: (416) 898-5192; Admin: 647-333-BAIN (2246)
Let us teach
you how to
make money
in real estate

DAMIAN SOTO

JONATHAN REGALI

TOBE OMEGA

Sales Representative

Sales Representative

Sales Representative

